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There are given: an infinite tree T,, an infinite digraph D,, and a context- 
free grammar G,. Then the relations between four problems are investigated: 
in T~, counting subtrees containing k edges (one of them fixed); in Dr, 
counting paths of length 2rk + 1 ; in the language generated by G,, counting 
the words of length 2rk + 1 ; and in T2, counting the subtrees atisfying a
certain condition. 
1. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
PROBLEM A. We are given the infinite tree T, with vertex set 
V, = {v(1, 1)} u {v(i,j) I i ~ 2; 1 ~<j ~< r i-~} 
and edge set 
E, = {(vd, ]), v(2, 1))) 
tg ((v(i,j + 1), v(i + I, rj + k) ) l i  ~> 2; 0 ~<j ~< r i-2 - -  ]; 1;~k~ r} 
The tree T2 is given in Figure 1. 
v(hl) 
0 
v ( ~  ..... 
Z . . . . .  ~ ( 4 , 2 )  
v(3,1) ~ ..... 
v(4,1) 
FIG. 1. The tree T2. 
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We want to calculate the number a,(k) of subtrees of Tr that contain 
exactly k edges including the edge (v(l, 1), v(2, 1)). 
PROBLEM B. We are given the aeyclic infinite digraph Dr with point set 
Pr = (p(i, j) l i >~ 1; 1 ~<./~< 2r ~-1} 
and line set 
Lr = {(p(i, 2j + l),p(i + 1, 2rj + 1)> f i >/ 1; 0 ~<j ~< r~-1 -- 1} 
w{<p(i , . / ) ,p( i , j+ 1)>[ i /> 1; 1 ~<j ~< 2r '-1 -- 1) 
u {<p(i + 1, 2rj), p(i, 2j)> I i /> 1; 1 ~< j ~< r~-X}. 
The digraph D~ is given in Figure 2. 
We want to calculate the number br(k) of (directed) paths of length k 
from p(1, 1) to p(1, 2). 
p (2,4) p(3,8) p(4,16) p(I,2), 
p(2,3) - 
p(3,5) p (4,9) 
p(I ,I 
p(2,2) p (3,4) p (4,8) 
p(2,1) p(3,1) p(4,1) 
FIG. 2. The digraph D~. 
To increase readability we mention some facts of the theory of context- 
free languages. 
An alphabet is a finite non-empty set. The set of all words, including 
the empty word E, over an alphabet 27 is denoted by 27*. 
A context-free grammar is a 4-tuple G = (V, Z, P, (r), where (i) Vis an 
alphabet (the vocabulary); (ii) 27C V is an alphabet (the terminals); 
(iii) P is a finite set of productions of the form ~ ~ v, where ( is in V -- 27 
and v is in V*; (iv) (r is in V -- Z (the start symbol). 
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Elements of  V - -  27 are called non-terminals. 
For  x, y in V*, write 
xTy  
i f  there exist ~ in V - -  27, u in 27*, v, w in V* such that x : u~v, y = uwv 
and ~ --~ w is in P. For  x, y in V*, write 
x~y 
i f  there exist z 0 ..... z~ such that Zo = x, z, = y, and 
Zi ~ gi+l 
for i = 0 ..... r - -  1. Such a sequence z 0 ..... z~ of  words is called a leftmost 
derivation or a leftmost generation (from z 0 to z~) of  length r and is 
written 
Zo~ ... ~ z~. 
A subset L of  Z* is called a context-free language if  L = L(G) for 
some grammar  G = (V, Z, P, or), where 
L(G) - -  {w in Z* I ~ * w). 
L(G) is said to be the language generated by G. 
A grammar  G = (V, Z, P, ~) is said to be ambiguous i f  there is some 
word in L(G) generated by at least two different leftmost derivations 
from or. A grammar which is not ambiguous is said to be unambiguous. 
Let L be a language and let u(n) be the structure function of  L, i.e., 
u(n) is the number of  distinct words of  length n contained in L. Then 
the function f (z)  of the complex variable z
f(z) = ~ u(n) z" 
is called the structure generating function of  L. 
Assuming that the unambiguous context-free grammar G ---- (V, Z, P, 3'0 
with non-terminals V - -  Z' = {Ya ..... yk} and terminals 27 = {xl ,..., x~} 
contains no product ions of  the form yi -+ YJ or y~ ~ ~, it is possible to 
construct a system of equations whose unique solution is the structure 
generating function of  L(G). 
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Let ~i,1 ..... ~i,m i be all the elements of V* such that yi--~ q~,J, 
(1 ~< j ~< ml), is an element of P and write 
y i  = ¢~.i + "'" + ¢~.,~, 
for all y~ in V -- 22. Replacement of each occurrence of y~ and xm by 
the power series yj and the complex variable z, respectively, yields a 
system of equations 
y, = H , (y l  ..... Yk ; z) (1 ~ i ~< k). 
which has a unique solution 
y, =A(z),  f,(0) = 0 (1 ~< i ~< k). 
Besides f~(z) is the structure generating function of L(G) (compare 
Theorem 2 of Kuich [3]). 
PROBLEM C. We are given the unambiguous context-free grammar 
Gr = ( V, 22, P~, , cr), 
where V = {~r} w 22, 27 = {a, b}, and P~ = {~ --+ (aa)~a, cr --+ b) (Note 
that x ", x a symbol, means the concatenation f r symbols x.) 
We want to calculate the structure function c~(k) of L(GO. 
2. CALCULATION OF THE GENERATING FUNCTIONS 
By Kuich [3], the structure generating function 
CJz) = ~ c,(k)z ~ 
kffil 
is the unique solution of the equation 
yr(z) = z,+%(z)~ + z, 
with y~(0) ----- 0. 
The transformation 
w(x, r) = y~(z)/z, 
with w(0, r) = 0, 
X = Z 2r 
yields the equation 
1 - w(x, r) + x[w(x, r)]~ = 0, 
(1) 
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which is solved by P61ya and Szeg6 [5, p. 125, No. 211]. Retransformation 
yields 
l (rn) ! 
c~(k) = n![(r - -  1)nq- 1]! (k=2rnq-  1;n ~0) ,  (2) 
0 otherwise. 
In the case r = 2 it is possible to solve (1) explicitly: 
1 - -  a /1  - -  4z  4 
C~(z) = 2z3 (3)  
Kuich [3] showed how to associate a digraph with a given grammar 
such that the number of paths of length k from the initial point to the 
final point is equal to the number of words of length k generated by the 
grammar. 
Since D~ is associated with G~ in the manner described above, 
B~(z) = Cr(z), (4) 
where B~(z) is the generating function 
B,(z) = ~, b~(k) z ~. 
The next step is to relate B~(z) and A~(z), the generating function of 
the numbers a~(k). 
Each path in D~ from p(1, 1) to p(1, 2) is uniquely identified by the 
lines of the form 
~p(i, 2jq- 1), p(i -b l, 2rj -k l)), i~  1; 0 ~<j~<r  ' -1 -1  
that are contained in it. 
By the one-to-one mapping of these lines onto the edges of the tree T~ : 
(p(i, 2rj + 2(k -- 1) q- 1), p(i + 1, 2r~ + 2r(k -- 1) + 1)) 
(v(i, j q- 1), v(i -k 1, rj -k k)) 
i ~ 2, O <~j <~ r~-Z --1, 1 <~ k ~ r 
and 
(p(1, 1),p(2, 1)) ~ (v(1, 1), v(2, 1)) 
each path of length k = 2rn ÷ 1 (n >~ 1) from p(1, 1) to p(1, 2) in D~ is 
mapped on a subtree of Tr that contains exactly n edges including 




an(n) -~ br(2rn q- 1), n ~ 1 
~o (rn) l 
Z z". (5) A,(z)  = nt [(r - -  1)n q- 1]! 
The result (5) is a generalization of a result achieved by Izbicki [2], 
who calculated a~(n) with an entirely different method. 
In case r = 2, 
A~(z) = c(z) --  1, (6) 
where c(z) is the generating function of Catalan numbers 
C n -~-  . nq- I  n 
Professor Riordan mentioned to me that at(n) is the same as what 
Riordan [6] and Carlitz [1] denoted by g,~-l(r -~ I), which is the number 
of  line chromatic planted trees with r q-1 line colors, a given color 
on the stem and n lines. A tree is line chromatic when no two adjacent 
lines have the same color. 
3. A GENERALIZATION OF PROBLEM A 
PROBLEM D. We assign natural numbers r and s to the edges of the 
tree/ '2 in the following manner: 
r is assigned to (v(1, 1), v(2, 1)) and to (v(i,j q- 1), v(i q- 1, 2j + 2)), 
i ~ 2; 0 ~<j ~< r~-z --  1. 
s is assigned to (v(i,j Jr 1), v(i q- 1, 2j Jr 1)), i 7> 2; 0 ~<j ~< r~-2 - -  1. 
Hence the assignment of  the numbers r and s is: r to the first edge. 
and after every bifurcation, r to the upper edge, s to the lower. 
We want to calculate the number  d(k; r, s) = d(k) of subtrees of  T2 
that contain the edge (v(1, 1), v(2, 1)) and satisfy the following condition: 
the sum of  the numbers assigned to the edges of the subtree equals k. 
To find 
D(z; r, s) = y, d(~) z~ 
we proceed as before. 
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Let G be the context-free grammar 
G : (V, 27, P, cq), 
where 
and 
V : {crz, or2} U Z ,  Z = {a, b} 
P = {or1 ~ acr2a4r-%rxa, (7 x --+ b, cr 2 ~ acr2a4s-s(rla, (r~ ~ b}. 
Let f~(k) be the structure function of G. Then the structure generating 
function 
FI(z) = ~ f l (k )  z ~ 
/c=1 
is equal to the unique solution y~(z), yi(O) = 0 of the system of equations 
y l (Z)  = z"- ly l (z)  y,(z) + z, 
y~(z) = z4.-~v~(z) y,(z)  + z. 
Hence 
1 - z 4" + z 4" - v / (1  - z 4" -F  z48)  = - 4z  4" 
F~(z) = 2z,8_ 1 
As before, f~(k) equals the number of paths from the initial point 
p(1, 1) to the final point p(1, 2) of the digraph D, associated with 
the grammar G. D is drawn in Figure 3. Note that f~(k)----0 if 
k va 4(kzr + k~s) + 1, k l ,  k2 >~ O. 
p(i,2) 
p(I,I) 
p (2,4r) p(3,4r +4s) 
T ~p(3,4~+z) 
p (2,4r - l ) ~ . ~  . . . . . . . . . . . .  




p (2,1) p (3,1) 
FIG. 3. The digraph D. 
Each path from p(1, 1) to p(1, 2) in D of length 4(klr + k2s) + 1, 
kx /> 1, k2 ~ 0 is mapped one-to-one on a subtree of the tree T2 that 
contains the edge (v(1, 1), v(2, 1)) and has the property that the sum 





d(kxr -k k2s) = fx(4(klr  q- k~s) + 1) 
Since f1(1) = 1, 
D(z; r, s) = Fl(~/z) 
kar l ,  k~/>0.  
D(z ; r , s )= 1 - -  z ~ q- z ~-  V ' (1 -  z rq -z" )  2 -4z"  _ 1. 
2z s 
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